From our award-winning bestsellers Dream and A Little Something to our free online family activities and classroom lesson ideas to our essay contests and workshops (including teacher PD and student presentations), the Legacy Project informs and inspires you. We have three banner programs – LifeDreams, Across Generations, and Our World – that take a big picture approach to the challenges of the twenty-first century.

WHAT’S NEW? How To Teach Literacy Like a Dream DVD offers dozens of classroom-tested ideas for literacy as well as student goal-setting and achievement. • Dream Discovery K-12 student presentations with author/educator Susan V. Bosak build literacy skills while helping students set goals. Schedule a visit to your school. • Begin and End With a Dream free online activity set offers ideas to begin and end the school year with meaningful activities. • Grandparents Day Event Planning and Activity Guide newly updated on the Legacy Project website. • Quantity discounts on Dream as Graduation Gifts for students. Visit www.legacyproject.org or call 1-800-772-7765.

“The limit of your world is the limit of your words,” explains Legacy Project Chair and educator Susan V. Bosak. “Literacy coupled with the big picture concept of legacy can help you determine the kind of life you create for yourself, the connections you develop with others, and the ways in which you can change your world.”
**I'm a DREAMer** Sparkling LED Pin

A popular gift for children and adults to go with the bestselling Dream book. It can also be used for events, recognition programs, incentives, and bonuses. 5 LED lights flash in sequence around the pin. The result is a lovely “sparkling” effect against the blue and yellow background. The pin has a magnetic disk on the back that keeps it in place on a shirt, lapel, or even your earlobe! Lasts for hours. Two tiny batteries can be replaced when the lights start to dim. 1¾" long by 1" high. Quantity discounts. DP01–$3.95.

**Dream Posters**

Full color, quality prints of some of the most popular original illustrations from Dream. These posters can be hung on their own and are suitable for framing. Great for classrooms and as gifts!

- **Universe** by Steve Johnson and Lou Fancher. Text reads “Everyone Needs a Dream – Be a DREAMer.” Approx 25" by 18¾". PJ01–$12.95.
- **Famous people (Club of Dreamers)** by James Bennett. Text reads “Make a Difference – Be a DREAMer.” Approx 25" by 18¾". PB01–$12.95.
- **Mountain** by Shaun Tan. Text reads “Think Big – Be a DREAMer.” Approx 23" by 22¼". PT01–$12.95.

**SAVE 22%! Buy a set of all 3 posters PS03–$30**

**How To Teach Literacy Like a Dream DVD**

Encourage students to set and achieve life goals, and improve text and visual literacy skills.

In this cross-curricular, professional development workshop for K-12 administrators, teachers, counselors, and media specialists, Legacy Project Chair, educator and author Susan V. Bosak inspires you with practical, classroom-tested ideas.

Using her award-winning picture book Dream: A Tale of Wonder, Wisdom & Wishes, Susan guides participants on a 3-hour journey of discovery filled with ideas for student engagement that will support any curriculum. Dream has won a remarkable 11 national awards, among them an International Reading Association Children’s Choice and a Teachers’ Choice. Says The Bloomsbury Review, “Depicts the journey of life, with its hopes and dreams... Richly crafted and thoughtfully written, Dream is a dazzling project.”

How to Teach Literacy Like a Dream includes an interactive reading of Dream and dozens of lesson ideas for bringing the book to life in the classroom in a way that’s meaningful and relevant to students. The DVD covers a review of six decades of literacy research; student goal setting and motivation strategies; making learning meaningful; the power of visualization and metaphor; how to use picture books effectively in the classroom; exploring words, images, and meaning; building connections to self, others, and the world. Through text and visual literacy, students find a new lens to view possibilities for themselves and their world.

Developed in partnership with PBS/AETN. Approx 168 minutes. DVD Video. DD01–$260.00.

**Life Interview Kit**

An introductory kit for interviewing a parent, grandparent or grandfriend in a family or a school setting, an intergenerational program, or a senior center/facility.

It can be used by adults or children – encourage intergenerational life learning by having a young person interview an older adult. Part of the Legacy Project’s LifeDreams and Across Generations programs; visit our website for more free online resources.

The kit includes a comprehensive list of Life Interview Questions, tips for doing an interview, a fill-in-the-blanks Life Story booklet, and a Family Tree chart. The Life Story booklet is an easy-to-use, simple way to gather basic life information. It’s also appropriate for therapeutic use with older adults with memory loss or cognitive impairment. Life Story sheets are loose and may be photocopied. Life Interview Kit is 20 pp, paper. LK20–$9.50.
Dream
Bestseller! Winner of 11 Awards!
IRA Children’s Choice, Teachers’ Choice, Canadian Children’s Book Centre Starred ‘Our Choice’, Pinnacle Award for Best Gift Book • “Depicts the journey of life, with its hopes and dreams... Richly crafted and thoughtfully written, Dream is a dazzling project.” (Bloomsbury Review) • “An inspirational fable... about embracing life’s passages and possibilities.” (Booklist) • “Magical... Challenges readers not just to dream, but to pursue those dreams to make the world a better place.” (ForeWord Magazine) • “This grand project is a potent mix of quotes, concepts and images.” (Independent Publisher)

One-of-a-kind! 15 top illustrators – including Leo and Diane Dillon, Barbara Reid, Robert Ingpen, Shaun Tan, Raúl Colón – each offer a gorgeously illustrated page in a multilayered, poetic story about hopes and dreams across a lifetime, inspiring both children and adults. The message is simple yet powerful: you’re never too young or too old to dream.

Dream is a lovely gift book for a birth, birthday, graduation, or other life milestone. It’s also a rich cross-curricular resource – visit our website for free LifeDreams activities, a Begin and End the School Year with a Dream resource set, and lesson ideas for literacy, social studies, character ed, service learning, and more.

Dream: A Tale of Wonder, Wisdom & Wishes by Susan V. Bosak (check out her popular K-12 Dream Discovery author visits) is available in bookstores and through the Legacy Project.


A Reading of Dream DVD
Hearing a work in the author's own voice brings greater meaning to a text. This 11-minute reading by Susan V. Bosak accompanied by illustrations from her bestselling Dream book offers teachers, parents, and students an opportunity to share Dream in an engaging new way. Also includes the inspiring historical quotations found on each page of the book. Developed in partnership with PBS/AETN. Approx 11 minutes. DVD Video. DD02–$12.95.

Dream PowerPoint CD
Get all the illustrations from Dream in a convenient PowerPoint format (PC/MAC). This CD allows you to extend the experience of the Dream book. A valuable classroom resource for group viewing; can also be used by individuals and families.
The CD includes: A reading by author Susan V. Bosak of the story in the Dream book as the illustrations unfold on your computer screen. • An illustration slide show. All the illustrations from Dream are presented in slide format. You can control the slides manually at your own pace. Ideal for teachers exploring and discussing the book with a class of students. • An automatic continuous loop presentation of key text, images, and themes from Dream as the Dream theme music plays. • BONUS interactive activities – ZoomArt (4 different perspectives, including a magnified view, for each piece of original art from the book) and Club of Dreamers. 1 CD. DC02–$19.95.

A Little Something (gift edition) and Something to Remember Me By
500,000 in print! 6 National Awards – including a Parents’ Choice. “The emotion of Love You Forever with the charm of a Norman Rockwell painting.” • “A simple, yet moving text and extraordinarily real illustrations.” (Children’s Book News) • “A nice story for sharing.” (Booklist) • “A soul-satisfying story that speaks to all ages.” (Portland Family Magazine)

“I want to give you a little something...” Each time a girl visits her grandmother, the visit ends with the grandmother’s familiar words as she passes along a small keepsake. Through the years, it becomes clear the gift of love is most precious of all.

A heartwarming story about love and legacies across generations. Give it to your mother, grandmother, child, or grandchild (a popular Mother’s Day gift!).

Available in bookstores (Susan V. Bosak; illustrator Laurie McGaw) and through the Legacy Project. 32 pp. Full color. Something to Remember Me By softcover edition for use with the Across Generations kits, in schools (language arts, family history, social studies), for Grandparents Day read-alouds K027–$7.95. A Little Something hardcover gift edition with dustjacket LS65–$18.95.

Across Generations Activity Kits
For schools, senior centers, and community groups. Each kit is filled with information and dozens of intergenerational activities, crafts, gift ideas, reproducibles (e.g. certificates, fill-in sheets), curriculum connections for schools (elementary to high school), and book/website listings. Topics covered include: Story Steppingstones; Memories & Traditions; Keepsakes & Gifts; Then & Now; Genealogy & Family Trees; Scrapbooking; Ages & Stages; Community Building.

The Grandparents Day kit is the core kit (350 pages). It includes a planning guide for a school or community Grandparents Day event. Other kits have additional theme-related activities.

Starter Set: Grandparents Day Kit (350 pp, 3-hole punched) with Something to Remember Me By (hardcover; for use with many of the activities). Regularly $64.45. Save 25%! $53.50–$48.30.


Across Generations AudioWorkshop
Spend a couple of hours with bestselling author, educator, and Legacy Project Chair Susan V. Bosak. She’ll delight you with her reading of Something to Remember Me By. Then she’ll share her insights and inspiring stories about legacy and relationships across generations.

Susan explains: How to use the power of story to connect with children and adults. • 5 Legacy Life Lessons that will change the way you think and live. • Ideas for building closer bonds between young and old. • Top tips for creating a meaningful living legacy. For parents, grandparents, teachers, youth leaders, community groups. 2 hrs. 2-CD set WC01–$24.95.
How to Build the Grandma Connection

Winner of a Parent’s Guide Award!

“Outstanding!... Excellent advice... A highly usable, imminently practical guide.” (Today’s Librarian) • “Editor’s Pick. Great for building bonds with the lower limbs on your family tree.” (NAPRA ReView)

Ideal for parents and grandparents – new and experienced! – and a great resource for school and community Grandparents Day events, and volunteer grandparent programs.

Filled with inspiration and ideas for building closer relationships between grandparents and grandchildren. Includes: Why Grandparents are VIPs; Five-Step Grandparenting Plan; Life Lessons of Grandparenthood; Terrific Tips for everything from bonding over long distances to sharing life stories to giving gifts and keepsakes. Available in bookstores (author is Susan V. Bosak) and through Legacy Project. 192 pp. Softcover. G035–$10.95.

Science Is...

“Belongs in every home, every classroom. The definitive motherlode book to turn children on to the adventure of science.” (Childsplay Magazine) • “Editor’s Pick. Great for building bonds with the lower limbs on your family tree.” (Today’s Librarian) • “Exciting and fun... A gold mine of activities... Highly recommended!” (School Library Journal) • “Very accessible... Exciting and thought-provoking... Excellent.” (National Science Teachers Association)

Hundreds of thousands of copies sold, translated into ten languages! The BIGGEST and BEST collection of hands-on science activities in print. Explore the wonders of the world around you. This classic bestseller is bursting with activities, experiments, projects, puzzles, games, stories. It’s fully tested, covers all K-12 areas of science, supports any curriculum, is easy to use, and materials are readily-available. No background in science required! New edition Fall/10. 515 pp. Softcover. S709–$34.99.
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**Shipping:** For an **Order Total** up to $25, add $8 shipping. For $25-65, add $14. For $65-140, add $22. For orders over $140, and shipping outside Canada, call us at 1-800-772-7765 for a shipping quote.

**Questions?** Call us at 1-800-772-7765 or e-mail admin@legacyproject.org and we’ll be happy to provide any information you need.

**Privacy:** Your privacy is important to us; we do not rent, sell, or exchange our mailing list or e-mail addresses.

All prices are in Canadian dollars. We accept cheques, purchase orders, VISA, MasterCard, American Express.

☐ Enclosed is my cheque or money order payable to “The Communication Project”

Please charge the total to: ☐ VISA ☐ MC ☐ AMEX

Card Number: [_____] [_____] [_____] [_____]

Expiry Date: Month [____] Year [____]

Signature: __________________________________________

☐ Invoice me (only if submitted with a purchase order)